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Article Guidelines/Instruction for the Authors

MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal will provide a peer-reviewed forum for the publication of thought-leadership articles, discussion, applied research, case and comparative studies, and expert comment and analysis on the key issues surrounding the educational studies and its various aspects. Analysis will be practical and rigorous in nature.

Prospective authors must adhere to the following guidelines: (1) article length is 15 pages minimum and 25 pages maximum, including bibliography and appendices; (2) abstract and its key words are included; (3) the article may be written by three persons maximum and it can also be written in English as well as Indonesian and Malay languages; and (4) attach a bio mentioning author’s current profession, newest photograph, and postal and e-mail addresses.

The article should follow the outline:
Title (brief, clear, and interesting)
Name of author
Abstract (should be written in English and Indonesian/Malay languages)
Introduction
Methods
Findings and Discussion
Sub title (adjusted as needed)
Conclusion (including the recommendation)
References (contains literature cited in the text)

Citation takes the following form: “…” (Sukyadi, 2015:17). Bibliography from books, journals, and unpublished sources should be written in the following form, respectively:

Internet and interview sources should include place and date of access and interview, as follows:
“Become a Muslim and a Good Teacher in Indonesia: The Perspectives of UPI’s Alumni”. Available online also at: www.upi.edu [accessed in Bandung, Indonesia: January 25, 2016].
Interview with Eman Sulaeman, a teacher of Civic Education subject matter, in Bandung, Indonesia, on July 17, 2015.

The article should be sent at least 3 (three) months prior to the publication months (March and September); and addressed to the editor of MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN: Jurnal Indonesia untuk Kajian Pendidikan. It is recommended that the article be sent via conventional e-mail. E-mail addresses that can be contacted are: journal.mimbardik@upi.edu and mimbardik.jurnal.upi@gmail.com

Information on the article’s possible publication will also be sent via e-mail. MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN is an Indonesia national journal as well as Southeast Asian regional journal. Published articles in an online version are free or no charge. Published articles in printed version, the authors will require that he/she has to contributes a journal fee for editing, printing, and shipping costs in which its amount will be determined later. Published articles in an online as well as printed version, the authors’ name, photograph, abstract, and full article in PDF will also be displayed in the journal website.

Since early 2016, the website of MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal has been migrated the web based on OJS (Open Journal System) program. It is available in an online version at the websites: http://ejournal.upi.edu/index.php/mimbardik and www.journals.mindamas.com/index.php/mimbardik

Unpublished articles will not be returned, except on written requests from the author.

Articles in the MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN: Jurnal Indonesia untuk Kajian Pendidikan do not necessarily represent the views of Editor or Editorial Board. The Editor is responsible for the final selection of the content in the MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal, and reserve the right to reject any material deemed inappropriate for publication. Responsibility for opinions expressed and for the accuracy of facts published in the MIMBAR PENDIDIKAN journal rests solely with the individual authors.